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College Algebra in Context, Fourth Edition, is ideal for students majoring in business, social

sciences, and life sciences. The authors use modeling, applications, and real-data problems to

develop skills, giving you the practice you need to become an adept problem solver in your future

courses and career.  Â  This revision maintains the authorsâ€™ focus on applying math in the real

world through updated real-data applications. Features such as Group Activities and Extended

Applications promote collaborative learning, improve communication and research skills, and foster

critical thinking.
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Warning buyers now, the newer books don't come with codes! (Most don't now a days)  did

however, have a special when I brought this page up and said I could bundle with the code for like

an extra 60 bucks. Now I don't know about you but that came out to be like 130-140 bucks total for

me. (Both were on sale) Now at my college, the items separately? You were looking at least 100

bucks minimum for the code and 140 for the book. The bundle on here was an excellent deal. Only

downside is? Risk of the code not potientially working, like mine unfortunately. Hoping it was just a

misprint and I can get it situated with tech support. Like I said, if you want to take the risk, it's not a

bad deal at all. Just warning you all ahead of time.

Book came on time! :D I just wish the content was more visual with like calculator help and such. I



like the application to real life though which is a good thing. Didnt need it for my class, but good to

keep on the side just in case.

Delivery was on time since I asked for express delivery. The book quality is not so great. Inner

binding of the book is slowly coming apart and with wear and tear of using it this semester even if

I'm careful the book will fall apart. It helps me get through homework, but since it is a rental. Im

unhappy with it since it is starting to fall apart some more in my posession.

Unfortunately the e-book does not come with the online homework code so if you need that as well

do not purchase it or else you will be paying an additional 80$ for the code.

Great price not bad condition at all and recieved when said thank you i would recommand for people

to rend or buy it

Between this book and Youtube I finally figured out Algebra! I didn't expect a textbook to help with

using a calculator but it has step by step instructions for things like graphing, and irrationals.

I received this book and all I can say is 5 stars. I received the book in the best condition, The sales

description was 100% accurate. Thanks so much I'm Very happy with my purchase

I liked that the book was not a hard cover so it makes it easy to carry it in my book bag. The price

was very afforadable compared to the books at the school's Book Store :)
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